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Introduction: Many speculations  have  been  suggested  for 
the origin  of the Tunguska meteorite.  We present  data  on our 
candidate for the Tunguska meteorite and discuss it in the context 
of the latest planetological discoveries on Mars. 

Methods: Field studies identified exotic rocks, furrows, and 
penetration  funnels  reported  by  the  first  eyewitnesses.  Main 
methods included decoding of aerial survey photographs, system-
atic survey of the epicenter area of the Tunguska explosion, ex-
ploratory excavations,  reconstruction studies,  mineralogical and 
spectral analysis of specimens, calculation of landing velocity of 
the candidate meteorite, and experimental attempt of plasma-in-
duced reproduction of fusion crust. 

Results: The  exotic  boulder  known  as  John's  Stone  (JS), 
shear-fractured  splinters,  fresh  furrows  in  the  permafrost,  and 
funnel-like structures were discovered in the epicenter area of the 
Tunguska catastrophe. Pattern of permafrost destruction sugges-
ted  about  high-speed  entry  and  lateral  ricochet  of  JS  in  the 
ground with further deceleration and breakage. Calculated land-
ing  velocity of  JS  was  547  m/s.  John's  Stone  is  composed  of 
highly silicified gravelite sandstone (98.5% SiO2). Outer surface 
of several splinters showed continuous glassy coating reminiscent 
of freshly applied enamel. Plasma-induced heating of JS speci-
men led to its explosive disintegration. There is clear consistency 
in geometry of the Tunguska meteoroid flight trajectory, spacial 
arrangements of JS, splinters, furrows, and cleaved pebbles [1]. 

Discussion: John's  Stone  locates  on  quaternary deposits  at 
the top of the Stoykovich Mountain and is exotic to the territory 
within at least hundreds of kilometers around the epicenter [2].  
There are no signs of past glaciation throughout the region [2].  
Decoding of aerial survey photographs covering area within 40 
km from the  epicenter  shows the  absence of active diatremes. 
There  is  significantly  higher  content  of  glassy silicate  micro-
spherules precipitated from the atmosphere in the peat layer of 
1908  [3].  Chemical  composition  of  microspherules  is  distinct 
from that of terrestrial rocks, industrial glass, known stony met-
eorites, tektites, and Moon rocks [4]. Recent studies showed that 
there are sedimentary rocks on Mars including pebble conglom-
erates and sandstone  [5, 6]; quartz-bearing deposits are consist-
ently co-located with hydrated silica on Mars [7]. 

Conclusions: Overall, our data suggest that JS may be a frag-
ment of the Tunguska meteorite 1908 and may represent a new 
type of meteorites of planetary origin. 
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